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DAYTiME 2019 Workshop
Creative Media Arts: Merging Music and Video
Workshop Notes Contents:
1. Overview and About Cheryl
2. iMovie iPad App Basics
3. Movie Photo Editing Features:
4. Movie Editing Features
5. Detaching Audio
6. Recording and Inserting Audio from iMovie
7. Inserting Music from other Apps (including GarageBand)
8. Music Videos
9. Music to Create Mood
10. Advertisement/Trailer
11. Silent Movies
12. Foley & Soundscapes
Overview:
Learn how to use the iMovie App, merging music files or your own compositions from
GarageBand into iMovie.
Examples will be shown from the iPad. If you do not have an iPad similar processes can be
replicated on tablets, Mac and PC.
We will also look at Autochords, a chord progression generator, which is available as a
website or an app.
About Cheryl Burgemeister:
Music & Creative Arts Teacher
Loxton High School - SA
Achievements:
EDnet Mentor, Book Creator Ambassador,
Makey Makey Ambassador, Apple Teacher.
Cheryl is a Music and Creative Arts Teacher at Loxton High School in rural South Australia.
She has previously taught for 15 years as a primary classroom teacher, having held
specialist classroom roles in The Arts and Classroom Music for 12 years.
Cheryl has expertise in the areas of iPads (both 1-1 BYOD and shared set ups), Interactive
Whiteboard software and Scratch coding combined with the Makey Makey Invention Kit.
Through her work with the iPad, Cheryl is an Apple Teacher, and a Book Creator
Ambassador. She is also a Makey Makey Ambassador through her work with coding and
inventing ways to create and teach music with the Makey Makey.
Cheryl is a Music EdNet Mentor and has presented music technology workshops
nationally with Music EDnet on their DAYTiME conference circuit around Australia and
New Zealand. She has also presented at many national Australian music conferences.
Through Cheryl’s passion in the area of integrating technology throughout the curriculum,
she joined Bushfire Press in 2008, creating The Interactive Music Room, and a series called
Music Room Tech; Technology projects for the music classroom, incorporating the
pedagogies of inquiry, STEAM, and Project Based Learning through units of work using
music iPad apps, computer software and coding.
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iMovie iPad App Basics
1. Select + to create a New Project
2. iMovie gives you two options when creating a New Project - Movie & Trailer
• Trailer is a template where the structure can not be changed but you can
insert text, images and video into the spots provided. You are limited by a
timeline and the background music can not be changed. This allows limited use
in the music classroom.
• Movie has limited features compared to iMovie on Macs. However is does
allow you control over some editing features and control over length and
music/sound choice.
For this tutorial I will only be showing the use of the Movie project.
3. Select Movie, then there are 3 ways to add a photo or video to your Movie project:
a. If you already have a photo or video file in your camera roll you wish to add
music to, select it and Create Movie
b. Or select Create Movie, add the video/photo file from the media section
c. Or select the Camera icon to take a photo or record video directly into the
timeline

a.

b.

c.
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Creative Media Arts: Merging Music and Video
Movie Photo Editing Features:
Tap on the photo to reveal all the editing features.

Shorten photo display time: drag the yellow end of the clip to shorten it.
Ken Burns Disabled: Use two fingers to pinch and position how much of the photo is
displayed.
Ken Burns Enabled: Start – using two fingers, pinch to position where the photo will
start. End – using two fingers, pinch to position where the photo will end.

Title: Add a title, centre or lower

Cheryl Burgemeister

Filter: A filter changes the clip’s colour
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DAYTiME 2019 Workshop
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Movie Video Editing Features:
Tap on the video to reveal all the editing features.

Shorten clip: drag the yellow end of the clip to shorten it.
Zoom: tap the magnifying glass and use two fingers to Pinch to zoom in on one part of
the video screen – This will stay the same for the entire video file.
Split: If you want only one part of the clip zoomed, you could split the clip at the point
you want to zoom, then zoom only that video clip.

Speed: Change the speed of the video

Volume: change clip’s audio volume

Title: Add a title, centre or lower

Filter: A filter changes the clip’s colour
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Detaching Audio
You may wish to detach audio from the original clip if you do not wish to have that sound.

Inserting Music

Detach Audio: tap Detach Audio, this will give you two tracks, video and audio.
Delete: You can Delete the Audio using the trash can icon.
Speed: tap the speed to change speed of the audio.

Volume: tap the volume to change.
Fade: tap Fade and drag the triangle to set the fade.
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Recording Audio:
iMovie allows you to audio record directly into iMovie.

Record: Select the microphone icon and select Record.
Recording: wait for the countdown before recording your audio, then tap stop.
Accept: you can choose to Cancel (deletes the audio), Retake (record your audio
again), Review (listen to your recording) or Accept (adds the recording to your
timeline.

Inserting Audio from within iMovie:
iMovie has a Library of soundtracks and sound effects you can choose from. iMovie also
allows you to access music from your iTunes music found on your iPad. Select these
categories to insert an audio file.
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Inserting Music from other Apps
When inserting files from outside of iMovie, first close the movie project you are working in,
then from the other app share the file to iMovie and select the project you are working on
to open.
Airdrop from a Mac: If you work with Macs/Macbooks you can share an audio file over
Airdrop and select open with iMovie.
Dropbox: is a cloud file saving app. iMovie allows Dropbox to share files. This allows you to
download music from a browser, save it to Dropbox and then share from Dropbox into
iMovie.
Transferring from music apps: iMovie allows most apps which make music, and have
a sharing feature, to share music directly into your project.

Transferring from GarageBand:
1. Close your iMovie Project
2. Record your song in GarageBand

3. From the My Songs screen tap on the song and Select Share

4. Select Song

5. Choose quality and Share

6. Select iMovie

7. wait for the song to export 8. Select your movie project 9. It will insert into the timeline
Cheryl Burgemeister
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Music Videos
Task: Students listen to an Artist’s song, analyse lyrics and respond through drawing,
movement, puppets or dance.
Class Example: Foundation/Year 1 class (5-6 year olds)
Song: Birds Were Made for Flying by Colin Buchannan
Video Lesson sequence:
1. Students listened to the song.
2. Students watched the music video and discussed why Colin used the images and
movement to portray meaning.
3. Students created moves and selected props to go with the lyrics.
4. I played the song on a CD player while I filmed the students.
5. If you want to insert the proper music file so you don’t have any outside noise, here
is the tech savvy way to do it:
• I inserted the song from iTunes but could have airdropped it from my Mac too.
• Line up the song using the sound wave patterns.
• Detached the recorded audio and delete it.

Photo/Drawing Lesson Sequence:
Students listened to the song.
Students watched the music video and
discussed why Colin used the images
and movement that he did to portray
meaning.
Students wrote their own animal
sentence and drew an illustration to
match. I Photographed them and
inserted into iMovie, added titles and
inserted the song from either iTunes or
airdrop from a mac.
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Music to Create Mood
Task: Students compose music to be the background of a book reading. The music must
evoke emotion in the audience based on the action occurring in the book.
Class Example: Year 5/6 class (10-12 year olds)
Book: Flood by Jackie French and Bruce Whatley
Video Lesson sequence:
Students watched Youtube clips of Flood by Jackie French being read with background
music and sound effects.
Mr Smede (sound effects only)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jzrHJ-gHmU
Kareb Sehind (background music and sound effects)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MUSCZaGTHG4
1. Students planned what emotions they wanted to portray for each page
2. Students used Autochords (app or website) https://autochords.com/ to select a chord
sequence to compose with
3. Students used this chord sequence to compose, arrange and record a backing
track in GarageBand using the instruments or smart instruments
4. Students inserted photos of the books pages into iMovie. N.B. A quick way is to
photograph them yourself and then airdrop to all the student iPad’s
5. Students recorded themselves reading the pages
6. Students inserted from the library or recorded any sound effects they wanted
7. Then shared their backing track from GarageBand into their iMovie project
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Advertisement/Trailer
Task: To create an advertisement/trailer which highlights your learning on a classroom
subject.
Class Example: Year 6/7 class (11-13 year olds). Note this was taught across multiple
subjects and multiple teachers for the Year 7 International Baccalaureate Exhibition of
learning.
Lesson sequence:
1. Students watched Movie Trailers and analysed them in respect to film and music
techniques used.
2. Students watched an interview with a film composer.
3. In their general class time they put together an iMovie using photos and videos
taken by themselves. Alternately we encouraged them to use royalty free images
downloaded onto their iPad or royalty free videos which we downloaded for them
on a computer and sent via Airdrop, Dropbox or Showbie (LMS type app). I have a
list of royalty free websites on my pinterest board.
https://www.pinterest.com.au/mrsbmusicroom/royalty-free-music-sounds-images/
4. In music lessons they either composed background music using
a. GarageBand or other music creation apps and shared into iMovie
b. or they chose Royalty Free music which I downloaded, and shared it with
them via Dropbox, Showbie or Airdrop.
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Silent Movies
Task: To act out a silent movie to the backing track provided, responding to what is
occurring in the music.
Class Example: Year 5/6 class (10-12 year olds)
Song Used: Unit 3 Track 8 Silent Movie from Music Room Book 5, Bushfire Press (you could
use any silent movie sound track you can find on youtube)
Lesson sequence:
1. Students watched and discussed some youtube clips:
a. Charlie Chaplin Silent movies
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZrsuEWw9m8
b. Silent movie with live piano
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k7Oymuw9HUA
2. Students listened and analysed the structure and mood of the music they were
going to perform to.
3. Students wrote silent dramas to perform
4. On the group’s iPad I recorded their group performing to the music being played
on a CD player
5. Students then edited the video footage adding a black and white filter
6. Students inserted blackboard silent movie titles to the movie by downloading from
the internet
7. If you want to insert the proper music file so you don’t have any outside noise, here
is the tech savvy way to do it:
• Air drop the music file from a Mac or share via Dropbox or a LMS app like
Showbie.
• Line up the song using the sound wave patterns.
• Detached the recorded audio from the video and delete it, leaving the proper
music file as the background audio.
8. Another alternate option is that iMovie now has a Soundtracks Library, and the Fol
Del Rol sound track is a good one to use. Unfortunately, you can’t play the
soundtrack at the same time as filming in the app. They could play this track on one
iPad while filming on the iPad they’ll create their movie on. Then edit and detach
the video audio, inserting the soundtrack from the Library.
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Foley & Soundscapes (Music Room Examples)
Task: To record a soundscape to a series of pictures (alternately you could do a series of
tableaux photographs).
Class Example: Year 2/3 & 5/6 class (7-9 & 10-12 year olds)
Resource Used: Chart 23, Music Room Book 5, Bushfire Press
Lesson sequence:
1. Students plan their sound scape recordings on a photocopy of the chart.
2. Students use vocal, percussion or found sounds to make sound effects. Students
can also add sound effects from the iMovie Sound Library.
3. Insert a sequence of images into iMovie, can be by taking a photo or downloading
from the internet. I had put the Music Room Chart onto my iPad via Airdrop and
had airdropped the image to the student’s iPad.
4. Record the sound effects under the correct images. (Some students recorded only
one sound per picture, others layered sounds using multiple tracks. Some also
added sound effects from the sound library.)
5. Some students added a soundtrack
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